
e THE @0 MING RACE

Little external evidence given 'now to support present doctrine
--a A Evidence-exists but takes much time to marshall .

"Race" in the occult sense vs . races of Ethnology .
A In occult sense a race unfolds a power of the Cosmic Man .
B Ethnologically race division based on external- characters

Theory of race unfoldment .
A Based on doctrine %of seven/fold constitution of matter and

law of correspondences .
B History of the Earth and of man tied together .

1. Earth changes and cataclysms due to man primarily '
2. Duration of Earth the period of evolution of man .

~C. Evolution of man governed by the law of cycles l"L. . ccǹ .. 4
1. The stream of 1umal ity circles the Earth chain seven4- 1

, 2 . On each round it manifePesshrough 7 major Root;
'~ .racesV

a . Each root race manifests thru seven sub-races
These in turn thru still finer sub,' 4 ' 4 olvsS ns . 4,D . Each corresponding round, race and sub-race unfold a corresponding 4L

'
sense and power .

1 . Key to this found in the seven-fold constitution of{man

The Great Race of to-day is the Fifth Root r c e of the fourth round .
Concerned with unfolding the higher-mind aspect of the lower mind .

The Comming race ' in the most immediate sense is sixth-sub-race of
fifth Root' race .
A . America the prepared place for this race . L

- 1. Can see evidences of a new race ' in the inking .
2 . This race is falling xicxg heir to the knowl

nearly forgotten Atlantis.C/e~
a. Brief review of evidence to show tha Atla n pis

was not a' myth
3 . This the reason why America is so much before the ~ye

of the custodians of the Ancient Wisdom,
b . The reason why the keys are given to America

not to Europe or Asia
( 1) Though we are young in outer experience--

and-wisdom , there are many incarnated
who are old in soul. L

B, The Comming Raze unfolds the sixth-principle aspect of the
Fifth race

'1 . This . i s Spiritual Soul , corresponding to the feminine
side of God .

.1- cs---
A. Herein lies explaination of the growing power of

eri ais id Ath f i i n m ceC; ,em n ne
.~---b: Intuition the peculiar power of this principle .

c .
C . Buddhi in conjunction with Higher Manas forms the Christ

principle .
Ma The Christ corresponds to the Son that stands between

the universal Father and Mother .
2 . Christ stands between Heaven and Earth .

a . Jesus raised on the cross symbolizes the
crucifixion of this' state

A

D. _S,xth sub of Fifth root involves in a degree the awakening
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1. Being a principle of balance it will reflect itself
as a_ tendency toward a balance of power between the
sexes,

E . The new race is progenator not only of seventh . sub but by
correspondences of the Sixth root .

1 . Hence of more importance than the sub- races just
preceeding 1

Powers of New Race,
A . Greater power-of direct perception or rather apperception .

1 . Elaboration of the idea not so greatly needed as~in
past .

B. Consciousness will more on a more spiritual level .
1, Hence greater xmp capacity to use the higher

powers,
magical

2. Present emphysis of mechanism will be transended as t
mechanical servant,is perfected .

3 . In a -word, a little more of the Adept in man will bec
manifest .
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